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ABSTRACT 

This work is based on a disaggregation approach for the ELECTRE III method for the 
group decision-making. We provide a procedure in which the group is supported for tune up the 
parameters of outranking methods in an iterative and interactive process. An inferring parameters 
tool obtains holistic information from decision makers, which supports the stage of parameters 
modification in correspondence with the preferences of the whole group (collective ranking). 
This inferring parameters tool may be used to help the group to iteratively reach an agreement on 
how to rank alternatives at a time, reflecting the preferences at the individual level and at the 
collective level.  

In outranking methods, the Decision Makers (DMs) express their preference in pseudo-
criteria form (w, q, p, v). With a group preferential aggregation method, which is based on 
individual’s results, a temporal collective ranking is generated. A procedure is iterative developed 
until reach certain consensus level. The consensus definition is regarded with the similarity of the 
individual results with group solution. The similarity is measured as a function between DM’s 
ranking (Ri) and group ranking (RG), Similarity(Ri, RG). The consensus level (CA) is calculated 
with the approximation of the individuals’ results with the collective result, 

CA =
similarity(Ri ,RG )

NDi=1

ND

∑ , where ND is the total of DMs belonging to the group. 

When the consensus is not reached (CA <α) some DMs need to change their individual 
preferences (w, q, p, v) to generate a new individual solution and next a new temporal collective 
solution. As it is a difficult task for the DM, an inferring parameter tool supports the DM in this 
stage of tuning parameters up.  

The inferring parameters tool is based on a model that considers both individual and 
group preferences to propose parameters, which obtain individual results matching the collective 
preference. The tool is developed with an inferring parameters model. This is exploited with a 
genetic algorithm because the facility of converging and obtaining the Pareto frontier since first 
running. A solution is encoded as a set of pseudo-criteria in an m-ary string.  

Individual !p = 
 

An individual !p  is feasible if u( !p) = 0  and infeasible if u( !p) > 0 . Each individual !p  
can then be represented by a duple of objectives u, d. 

i) Individual whose objective function u value is equal to zero. This ensures the all 
preference information given by the DM (A*) is included in the preference model 
generated by the new parameters. 

ii) Individual whose objective function d value is close to zero. This indicates that 
individual preference obtained by the DM is similar with the group preference. 
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